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  Extends Shannon’s basic coding theorems to networks with several 
sources, users, and channels  

  First paper was by Shannon: ``Two-way Communication Channels,'’ Proc. 
4th Berkeley Symp. on Math. Stat. Prob, pp. 611-644, 1961 
  Problem remains open. Paper didn’t introduce important new techniques  

  The second paper was by Cover: ``Broadcast Channels,'’ IEEE Trans. Info. 
Theory, vol. IT-18, pp. 2--14, January 1972 
  The paper introduced superposition and auxiliary random variables 

  Another key paper by Cover: “A Proof of the Data Compression Theorem of 
Slepian and Wolf for Ergodic Sources, IEEE Trans. Info. Theory, vol. IT-21, pp. 
226 - 228, March 1975 
  The paper introduced binning 

  Cover was also the first to introduce successive cancellation 
  These techniques are THE most significant beyond Shannon’s random 

coding  
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  Cover has a Shannon-like clear and intuitive style  

  His papers are a joy to read: 
  Introduce problem in a general (nontechnical) way 
  Create intrigue (what is he talking about?)  
  Explain key idea upfront using simplest example 
  Use simplest and most transparent proof (if none exists, 

stay with examples)   
  Don’t lose track of big picture 

  You know that above all he is having great fun 
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 “THIS PAPER attempts to develop some intuition on 
the general topic of the simultaneous communication of 
information from one source to several receivers. 
Examples of simultaneous communication include 
broadcasting information to a crowd, or broadcasting 
TV information from a transmitter to multiple receivers 
in the area, or giving a lecture to a group of disparate 
backgrounds and aptitudes.” 

    T. Cover, Broadcast Channel, 1972   
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 “In this paper, we shall show that even this family of 
rates can be exceeded. In particular, it will be shown 
that for a slight degradation in the rate for the worst 
channel, an incrementally larger increase in the rate of 
transmission can be made for the better channels. The 
heuristic that will result from our discussion will be that 
one should not transmit simultaneously to several 
channels at the rate of the worst channel, nor should 
one attempt to transmit information by a time-sharing 
or time-multiplexing method, but rather one should 
distribute the high-rate information across the low-rate 
message.”  

     T. Cover, Broadcast Channel, 1972  
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  Code generation:  A good (2n(C(p)-ε),n) 
code for a BSC(p) can be generated 
at random. Noise of size n(p + ε) is 
tolerated 

 Choose such code for cascade of 
BSC(p) and BSC(α) (cloud centers). 
There is only 2n(C(α*p)-ε) codewords in 
this set, but a larger noise of size 
n(α*p+ε) is tolerated  

 Take advantage of this tolerance 
by packing in extra information 
intended solely for the perfect 
receiver Y1: With each codeword, 
associate the set of elements at 
Hamming distance [αn] (cloud) 
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C(p)=1-H(p). H(p), p in [0,1] is binary entropy 



  Encoding: The message (r,s) is sent 
as follows: The integer r designates 
the cloud, and the integer s 
designates the point x within the 
cloud, x is then transmitted  

  Decoding: The perfect channel 
receives y1= x, correctly decodes 
(r,s)  R1 = C(α*p) + H(α) - ε

 Channel 2 perceives the cloud 
center as if it had been sent through 
an additional BSC(α). However, 
since the cloud centers were chosen 
to be distinguishable over a 
BSC(α*p)   R2 = C(α*p) - ε 
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C(p)=1-H(p), H(p) is binary entropy 



  Actual proof relegated to appendix 
  Converse proved later by Wyner 
  Generalization to degraded BC conjectured (later proved 

by Bergman (achievability), Gallager (converse))  
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 “The primary heuristic that we garner from these 
investigations is that high joint rates of transmission are 
best achieved by superimposing high-rate and low-rate 
information rather than by using time-sharing. Novels 
written with many levels of symbolism provide just one 
example of a mode of communication that may be 
perceived at many different levels by different people.”  

 Consider, for example, the reaction of three different people to the following 
donated story. Buck and Harry led a beautiful maiden into the clearing by a 
rope tied around her ankle. “Let’s make her fast,” said Buck, “while we have 
breakfast.” 

    T. Cover, “Broadcast Channel,” 1972  
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 “Each y sequence is randomly assigned an index j(y) 
in the set [1,2n(H(Y)+ε)], and each x sequence is randomly 
assigned an index i(x) in the set [1,2n(H(XIY)+ε)]. The 
assignment functions i( .), j( .) are known to the receiver. 
Given (i,j), the receiver decides (x,y) was sent if: i) (x,y) 
is typical, ii) i(x) = i, j(y) = j, and iii) there is no other 
typical pair (x’,y’) satisfying ii). The proof that the 
probability of decoding error is small comes from the 
observation that the expected number of typical 
sequences having a given index (i, j) is << 1.” 

  T. Cover, “A Proof of the Data Compression Theorem 
 of Slepian and Wolf for Ergodic Sources,” 1975 
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  Degraded [Cover 72, Bergman 73, Gallager 74]:   

  Less Noisy [Korner, Marton 75]:                                                                                                                       
         for all  
  More Capable [El Gamal 80]: 
                                     for all  
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  Degraded [Cover 72, Bergman 73, Gallager 74]:   

  Less Noisy [Korner, Marton 75]:                                                                                                                       
         for all  
  More Capable [El Gamal 80]: 
                                     for all  
  Degraded message sets [Korner, Marton 77]: R2=0             

 for some 
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  Use superposition [Cover 75, van der Meulen 75]: 

 for some 
  Important observation: W is needed even if there 

is no common information [Hajek, Pursely 79] 
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  Use binning and superposition [Marton 79]: 

for some 
  Make W,U,V correlated: Incur                    penalty 
  Tight for all classes where capacity is known 

(including semi-deterministic, MIMO BC)    
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  Use more capable converse [Nair, El Gamal 06]:  

 for some 
  Tight for all classes where capacity is known 
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Outer bound   

Marton’s Inner bound 
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Difference   



  Cover first to introduce broadcast channel model 
  Superposition coding 
  Auxiliary random variable 

  He also introduced binning  
  Marton combined these ideas to obtain best 

known inner bound to BC capacity region 
  Capacity region for 2-receiver BC remains 

unknown  
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  Degraded BC capacity generalizes to k > 2 
receivers 

  MIMO BC capacity with only private messages 
also generalizes   

  Capacity for less noisy and more capable 
classes not known for k > 2 receivers 

  Capacity for degraded message sets not known 
for k > 2 receivers (even with only 2 messages) 

  No interesting extensions of Marton inner 
bound or Nair-El Gamal outer bound 
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  Consider 3-receiver BC with 2-degraded message sets: 
M0  Y1, Y2, Y3 ; M1 Y1  

  Natural extension of Korner-Marton result for k=2 gives 
achievable rate region: 
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  Consider 3-receiver BC with 2-degraded message sets: 
M0  Y1, Y2, Y3 ; M1 Y1  

  Natural extension of Korner-Marton result for k=2 gives 
achievable rate region: 

  Shown to be optimal for 
  Class of product BC [Diggavi,Tse 06]  
  Class of linear deterministic BC [Prabhakaran, Diggavi, Tse 07] 

  Is it optimal in general?   
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  M0  Y1, Y2, Y3 ; M1  Y1 

  Extended 1977 Korner-Marton region reduces to: 
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  M0  Y1, Y2, Y3 ; M1  Y1 

  Extended 1977 Korner-Marton region reduces to: 

  We [Nair, El Gamal 08] showed capacity region is:  
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  Encoding (superposition): 
  Represent M1 by two independent messages, M11 at rate S1, 

M12 at rate S2  R1=S1+S2 

  Represent M0 by U1 

  Represent (M0,M11) by U2  
  Represent (M0,M1) by X  
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  Encoding (superposition): 
  Represent M1 by two independent messages, M11 at rate S1, 

M12 at rate S2  R1=S1+S2 

  Represent M0 by U1 

  Represent (M0,M11) by U2  
  Represent (M0,M1) by X  

  Decoding:  
  Y3 decodes U1                
  Y1 decodes (U1,U2,X)    
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  Y2 directly decodes M0 by decoding cloud center 
U1   
  Region collapses to extended Korner-Marton’s 
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  Y2 directly decodes M0 by decoding cloud center 
U1   
  Region collapses to extended Korner-Marton’s 

  It turned out that                                suffices 
even if                         !! And,                              
Y2 does not necessarily uniquely decode M11      
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  Y2 finds a pair (m,s) such that (U2
n(m,s),Y2

n) is jointly 
typical (there could be many such pairs) 

  Declares m is sent if it is the unique such index    
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  Y2 finds a pair (m,s) such that (U2
n(m,s),Y2

n) is jointly 
typical (there can be many such pairs) 

  Declares m is sent if it is the unique such index    
  Analysis of error: Suppose M0=1 is sent 

  There is no such pair: By AEP, Prob. of this event is very small 
  There is an m≠1 such that (U2

n(m,s),Y2
n) is jointly typical: By 

union of events bound and joint typicality  
 Prob. < 
 Becomes arbitrarily small if 
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  Assume 
  Y2 cannot uniquely decode cloud center U1                                  
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  Assume                       , but  
  Indirect decoding: Y2 decodes cloud center U1 

indirectly by decoding a satellite codeword U2 33 



  Y3 decodes U1                 
  Y1 decodes (U1,U2,X)     

  Y2 indirectly decodes U1 
  Using F-M elimination completes the proof 
  Does indirect decoding help?    
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  New achievable rate region for general 3-receiver BC 
with 2 degraded message sets 

  U1 represents M0 

  U2,U3 superimpose two independent parts of M1 (Marton coding)   
  X superimposes remaining part of M1  

  Decoding: 
  Y1 decodes U1,U2,U3,X 
  Y2 indirectly decodes U1 through U2 

  Y3 indirectly decodes U1 through U3 

  Construction can be extended to obtain achievable rate 
regions for k-receiver BC with arbitrary message sets 
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  Extension of 1977 Korner-Marton capacity region for 
k=2 is not in general optimal for k>2 receiver BC 

  Indirect decoding: New decoding scheme for 
superposition   

  Finding capacity region for (k>2)-receiver BC with 
degraded message sets is as at least as hard as for 2-
receiver BC with independent messages 

  Can obtain a better achievable rate than Marton for BC 
with k>2 receivers 

  Other applications of indirect decoding?     
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  Inspirational 
  Curious 

  Charismatic 
  Fascinating 
  Creative 
  Gracious  
  Cool 
  Playful 
  Caring mentor 
  True friend 
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